KING    WILLIAM    LAND
'You go to see the Great Seated One/ — the Pope — he said.
'Take him this, and when you have seen him, pray for Higine.'
He had put three dollars into the bishop's hand; and as we sat
again in the 'plane and the earth darkened and the lakes below
us shone like metal in the darkening earth, the bishop still held in
his hand the three dollars, forgetting in his emotion to put them
into his purse.
After Goldfields, Fort Smith and the Mackenzie River, the
Mississippi of the North-west Territories, its muddy waters a
mile wide, the great highway up and down which pass the
barges of the Hudson's Bay Company, carrying in supplies and
bringing out furs. And then Fort Rae, where as we came down a
lurid sun sent a weird light over the land, and clouds of smoke
trailing on the surface of the earth seemed to say that the
geologic fires beneath the crust of our globe were only now
dying out
We had flown fifteen hundred miles when I saw one night,
shining in the Arctic sun, a pool bigger than any I had seen
before. This was the sea, the Glacial Ocean. Again the pilot
dived, again a little cluster of huts sprang up; and exactly at
midnight on the i4th of July I was set down in Coppermine.
Father Delalande took us to his mission house, and without a
word the old bishop climbed the wooden ladder into the attic
and went to bed. Next day he was off. He had done what
he could for me in dropping me here at the last outpost of
civilization.
At Coppermine, the white man's world ended. Here money,
though only a little, could still be spent Here the most northerly
radio station stood, a Government station that broadcast on
Sunday afternoons in happy-go-lucky fashion, hoping but not
certain that its messages would reach those scattered mission-
aries, policemen, and Hudson's Bay post managers for whom
they were intended. Here a dentist turned up once a year, with
an Eskimo boy carrying his pedal drill. Here there was not even
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